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Uncertain Air Quality Impacts of
Automobile Retirement Programs

SHI-LING Hsu AND DANIEL SPERLING

The increasing cost of additional ak pollution control has stimulated
a search for less expensive market-based regulatory approaches. One
market-based approach widely embraced by regulators and politicians
is the accelerated retirement and scrappage of old automobiles. Busi-
nesses are granted emissions reductions credits by air quality regu-
lators in exchange for removing old and presumably high-polluting
automobiles from the road. In reviewing the data from recent pro-
grams and exploring assumptions made in evaluations of such pro-
grams, it was found that the air quality benefits are uncertain and may
be smaLl and that the costs may be higher than those for many other
emission controt strategies. In some regions and under some condi-
tions, accelerated retirement programs may be much more effective
than in other regions and under other conditions.

The growing cost of additional ak pollution control has stimulated
a search for more efficient market-oriented policy instruments.
One approach is to create a market for emissions, whereby emis-
sions credits can be traded among polluters. An example is the
marketable permit program created under the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments for power plants that emit sulfur oxides; power plant
operators earn credits for exceeding poUution performance stan-
dards. They may sell these credits to other power plant operators
that fall short of performance standards. However most of these
programs have not been in existence long enough for meaningful
evaluation of their success to be made.

This paper examines a specific marketable permit program for
which there are some data and which is simple enough to be
analyicaUy tractable: accelerated automobile retirement programs,
whereby tradeable credits are issued for the early retirement and
scrappage of old automobiles, which are thought to account for
an inordinately large portion of total vehicle emissions. Such pro-
grams, which currently have great conceptual and political appeal,
are thought to be more cost-effective than other strategies and are
relatively easy to implement, and it is thought that they will stim-
ulate the economy by increasing the sales of new automobiles.

The benefits of accelerated automobile retirement may be illu-
sory, however. A retired vehicle may have been junked soon af-
terward anyway or might have sat idle, in which case the emis-
sions benetits of accelerated retirement would be minimal. The
poor knowledge of the uses of old automobiles and of the in-use
emissions of old automobiles creates so much uncertainty as to
make it impossible to predict with confidence the amount of emis-
sions reductions achieved by accelerated retirement programs.

ItlSTORY

The first accelerated automobile retirement program was carried
out in 199(], by the Los Angeles-based Unocal Corporation. The

Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California, Davis, Davis,
Calif. 95616.

Unocal South Coast Recycled Auto Project (SCRAP) program
solicited automobile owners in the South Coast Basin to turn in
their old (pre-1971) automobiles for $700 cash. Over a 4-month
period Unocal purchased and scrapped 8,376 automobiles° Sub-
sequently other pilot programs have also been carried out, such
as the Cash for Clunkers program conducted in 1992 in the Chi-
cago area by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA)
and the 1992 Delaware Vehicle Retirement Program conducted
jointly by the U.S. Generating Company of Maryland and Re-
sources for the Future. Each of the latter two programs scrapped
and studied over 200 automobiles.

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

It is difficult to determine the amount of emissions reduction at-
tributable to such programs. Accurate quantification of the emis-
sions reduction is difficult, given the poor understanding of key
economic and social variables involved. Moreover some air qual-
ity plans already contemplate some mobile source emissions re-
ductions, so to avoid double-counting emissions reductions, the
air quality benefits accruing from accelerated retirement programs
must be distinguished from those already assumed to occur under
air quality plans (1)o

To quantify the emissions reductions resulting from an accel-
erated retirement program, determinations need to be made with
a reasonable degree of certainty. (a) How much earlier were the
old automobiles retired than they otherwise would have been with-
out the program? (b) How much would the automobiles have been
driven ff they had not been retired? (c) What were the emissions
levels of the retired automobiles.’? (d) How were the vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) of the retked automobiles replaced? (e) 
many VMT will occur on the replacement automobiles, when
there is one? (f) What will be the emissions levels of the replace-
ment automobiles?

Unocal retained a marketing research firm, Fairbank, Bregman
and Maullin (FB&M), to conduct a follow-up survey of SCRAP
program participants to investigate these questions. Although the
survey provides valuable insight into the answers to some of these
questions, it does not answer them conclusively and moreover
raises many other questions. The FB&M survey illustrates how
difficult it is to make these determinations with certainty. Whal
follows is an analysis of these areas of uncertainly.

How Much Earlier Were Old Automobiles Retired
Than They Otherwise Would Have Been Without a
Retirement Program?

Quantification of the amount of emissions benefit resulting from
an accelerated retirement program requires a determination of the
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average remaining life of the retired automobiles at the time they
are turned in for early retirement and scrappage. The problem
encountered when attempting to make this determination is the
lack of knowledge regarding the behaviors of owners of old au-
tomobiles. Of the approximately 12 million pre-1974 model year
automobiles in the United States, which of them would be turned
in under an accelerated retirement program? What conditions
make it favorable for automobile owners to scrap their automo-
biles? A substantial danger exists that accelerated retirement pro-
grams will only attract automobiles that were nearing the ends of
their natural lives anyway, especially given the modest offer prices
of such programs. Predicting which automobiles will be turned in
for retirement is thus of paramount importance.

Models of automobile serappage behavior have been proposed
by Parks (2) and Manski and Goldman (3), but these models 

not general enough to serve as the analytical basis for projecting
the average remaining lives of old automobiles turned in for early
retirement. Alberini et al. (4) have carefully studied the Delaware
Vehicle Retirement Program and have proposed a model of the
determinants of participation in accelerated automobile retirement

programs, but their model does not predict the average remaining
lives of the automobiles.

Several different approaches have been adopted to deal with
this uncertainty, but none of the approaches is satisfactory. The
California Air Resources Board (CAR.B) estimates, using vehicle
registration data, that the average remaining life of California au-
tomobiles 15 years or older is 6 years (5). CARB guesses that the
average remaining life of an automobile turned in for accelerated

retirement would be roughly half that figure, or 3 years. Although
this guess may seem like a fairly sensible assumption, it is not,
as CARB admits, supported by data.

Another approach is to use nationwide scrappage rates to cal-
culate the average remaining life of an automobile. The first three
columns of Table 1 contain data compiled by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) on nationwide automobile scrappage rates for
1978 to 1989 for each automobile age up to 25 years (6). The last
two columns of Table 1 are calculations of the average remaining
life of an automobile at each year of its life and the standard
deviation for each year, as derived from ONRL’s scrappage and
survival data, which are given k,a columns 2 and 3 of Table 1.
Note that the scrappage rate for year 26 is 1.0; tiffs reflects an
assumption that all automobiles still in operation after 25 years
will thereafter be scrapped.

Note that the standard deviations of the average remaining lives
of automobiles are very large in comparison with the averages
themselves. For example the average remaining life of a 15-year-
old automobile is 4.41 years, but the standard deviation is 3.17
years. This means that roughly two-thkds of all 15-year-old au-
tomobiles will be retired between 1.24 years and 7.58 years and
that one-third will be retired at times outside that range. Note also
that the scrappage rate for year 16 indicates that more than 20
percent of the 15-year-old automobiles were scrapped before the
next full year elapsed° Much of this deviation might be explained

by variations in the average remaining lives of automobiles across
regions of the country. Colder climates tend to shorten the lives

of automobiles. However reliable quantitative estimates or means

TABLE 1 Scrappage Rates and Calculated Average Remaining Lives and S~ndard
Deviations far Automobi|es, 1979-i989 (6)

(I) (2) (3) (4)
Average

Scrappage Survival Remaining
Age Rate Rate Life

0 0.00000 1.00000 12.750984
1 0.00441 0~99559 11.803035

2 0.00674 0.98888 10.876342
3 0.01025 0.97874 9.978622

4 0.01546 0.96361 9.119612

5 0.02303 0.94142 8.311014
6 0.03368 0.90971 7~565832

7 0.04803 0.86602 6.897099
8 0.06629 0.80861 6.315722

9 0.08790 0.73753 5.828058
i0 0°11137 0.65540 5.433148

ii 0.13460 0.56718 5.122657

12 0.15557 0.47894 4.882178
13 0.17300 0.39609 4.694290

14 0.18650 0.32222 4.541229
15 0.19641 0.25893 4.406761

16 0.20339 0.20627 4.276573
17 0.20818 0.16333 4.138028

18 0.21140 0.12880 3.979239

19 0.21353 0.10130 3.788115
20 0.21493 0.07952 3.551422

21 0,,21585 0.06236 3.253743
22 0,,21644 0.04886 2.876286

23 0,21683 0.03827 2.395758
24 0.21708 0.02996 1.782760

25 0.21724 0.02345 1.000000
26 1.00000 0.00000 0.000000

(5)

Standard
Deviation

5.048669
4.998760
4.935570
4.857109
4.761952
4.649729
4.521683
4o380911
4.232107
4.080584
3.930710
3.784369
3.640301
3.494516
3.341420
3.174873
2.988909
2.778059
2.537536
2.263452
1.953197
1.606221
1.225554
0.820545
0.412367
0.000000
0.000000
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of estin~ation of the average remaining lives of automobiles are
still necessary and still lacking.

The SCRAP program attempted to eliminate this uncertainty by
asking the automobile owners directly. FB&M, in the SCRAP
program follow-up survey, asked 800 SCRAP participants how
long they believed their automobile would have lasted had they
not turned it in for retirement under the SCRAP program (7). Nine
percent reported that they were planning to scrap their automo-
biles an’.~ay. Retirement of this 9 percent achieved no emissions
reduction. The estimates of the remaining 91 percent of the re-
spondents ranged from "less than 1 year" (11 percent) to "more
than 6 ),ears" (26 percent), with a median estimate of approxi-
mately 4 years (7). FB&M characterized these estimates of the
remainmtg lives of theft old automobiles as "optimistic," noting
that respondents’ estimates were higher than scrappage data would
suggest (7).

Another method to reduce the uncertainty regarding the re-
mining life of aa automobile is to require a mechanic’s assess-
meat of the condition of the automobile and of its expected re-
maining life (8). Although this method adds some objectivity, 
has not been validated empirically.

The large standard deviations and uncertainty might not be an
insurmountable problem if the sample of retired automobiles were
a representative random sample of old automobiles. However re-
Wed automobiles will not be a random sample; because the re-
maining life of an automobile can be expected to vary inversely
with the willingness of the owner to give up his or her automobile,
there will’, exist a bias toward automobiles that have a lower-than-
average remaining life. This finds support in the study by Alberini
et al. (4), which found a strong correlation between the expected
remaining life and the offer price that would be required to induce
owners to give up their automobiles.

WRhout the statistical convenience of a random sample and
given the large variance of the average remaining lives of old
automobiles, the ability to predict the kinds of automobiles that

be turned in for early retirement is very poor. More data are
needed before an accurate sample mean for the remaining lives
of retired automobiles can be determined. Mobile source trading
advocates may argue that it is still possible to ascertain aa average
that represents scrapped cars in the aggregate, but in light of the
large uncertainties associated with old automobiles, it is doubtful
that even this is possible.

dard deviation was 5,776 mi (9). The distribution of VMT for
these 122 automobiles is shown in Figure 1. Far from approxi-
mating a normal distribution, the irregular distribution shown in
Figure 1 suggests that there is little predictability with respect to
the VMT of retired automobiles. This irregular distribution, the
large standard deviation, and the fact that IEPA was unable to
obtain mileage data on almost half of the retired automobiles cast
doubt on the usefulness of annual mileage data in predicting the
results of future programs.

One way of establishing some reliability in the average annual
mileage estimate is to obtain data from multiple sources. The
Unocal SCRAP program obtained data on the average annual
mileage of scrapped automobiles from three sources: (a) Califor-
nia Bureau of Automotive Repair records of smog inspections,
Co) estimates from the CARB EMFAC-7E vehicle activity model,
and (c) the FB&M telephone survey of SCRAP program partici-
pants (10). The smog records yielded an average annual mileage
estimate of 5,689 mi, whereas the EMFAC-7E model projected
the average annual mileage to be 5,368 mi. Telephone survey re-
suits varied significantly from those two projections, estimating
an average annual mileage of 6,940 mi. The SCRAP program used
an average of the first two estimates, yielding an average of 5,528
mi/year. Obtaining data from multiple sources, however, may not
always be possible or practicable.

The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
is using a different approach in its Rule 1610 on vehicle scrapping
(11). On the basis of CARB’s BURDEN 7C vehicle activity
model it simply assigns an annual mileage figure for each
scrapped automobile on the basis of its model year, as follows:

Model Year Assumed Annual Mileage

Pre-1972 4,600
1972-1974 4,709
1975-1981 6,500

To guard against the problem of scrapping already immobile
automobiles, Rule 1610 also sets forth some selection require-
taunts that must be satisfied before emissions reductions credits
may be granted for an automobile: it requires that the automobile
have been registered in the South Coast district as operable for 2
continuous years before scrapping, that it had been continuously
insured for at least 1 year before scrapping or have been trans-

How Much Would Automobiles Have Been Driven If
They Had Not Been Retired?

Although the average mileage of automobiles by age is fairly well
known, it is not known how much a retffed automobile would
have been used without the retirement program. Once again the
problem ~ that such programs may attract the wrong automo-
biles---ones that are driven infxequently.

IEPA, in its 1992 Cash for Clunkers accelerated retirement pro-
gram, relied upon odometer readings from the state’s Division of
Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance to ascertain the annual mile-
ages of retffed automobiles (8). Of the 207 automobiles of model
years 1968 to 1979 retired by the Cash for Clunkers program,
IEPA was able to obtain reliable manual mileage data for only
122 automobiles; many of the remaining automobiles were used
very infrequently or not at all. These 122 automobiles had been
driven an average of 7,908 mi during the last year, but the start-
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ferred to ownership by a South Coast district resident before 1991,
and that it have a functional exhaust system, bumpers, doors, fend-
ers, side panels, hood, trunk, windshield, windows, seats, and in-
strumentation. These requirements will screen some of the most
extreme cases of automobile owners rehabilitating their old and
immobile automobiles to make one last push to the scrappage site.
However makL, g sure that aa automobile "works" still does not
indicate the extent of use before retirement.

In summary var/ability and uncertainty of use among older ve-
hicles are large; reliable estimates are not available or easily ob-
tainable. Because there is reason to beIieve that retired automo-
biles are not a representative sample of all automobiles ha their
age groups, simply taking the average mileage of all automobiles
that are the game age as the retired automobile is not realistic.
A great need thus exists for a reliable method of quantifying the
amount of use of ret/red automobiles. This uncertainty is critical;
consider that a vehicle driven 6,000 mi/year generates three tirnes
the pollution of a vehicle driven 2,000 nil/year.

What Were Emissions Levels of Retired Automobiles?

Emissions of automobiles scrapped under a retirement program
may be estimated either by directly measuring the em/ssions of
each ret/red automobile or by relying on computer models to pre-
d/ct the emissions of the retired automobiles. The former is ex-
pensive; the latter, as indicated below, is haaccurate.

In its 1990 SCRAP program, Unocal, ha conjunction w/th
CAPri3, tested 74 randomly selected automobiles by using the
standard federal test procedure (FTP) (12). consulting fi rm re-
tained by Unocal performed a comparison of the test results with
estimated results from California’s EMFAC-7E emissions model
(10). A comparison of hot stabilized tailpipe emissions is given
in Table 2.

The EMFAC-7E model made a reasonably accurate prediction
of CO and NO, emissions, erring by 10 and 5 percent, respec-
tively. However EMFAC-7E underestimated HC emissions by 44
percent. Moreover the ranges and the standard deviations for the
data were very large relative to the averages. Tested emissions of
scrapped automobiles were highly variable, as hadicated by the
last two columns of Table 2. For example the average HC emis-
sion rate for model year 1966 to 1970 automobiles was 16.62
g/mi, wh/ch is less than the standard deviation of 18.5 g/mi. Also
EMFAC-TE did a fairly poor job of predicting cold-start and hot-
start emissions; estimates differed from the FI’P results by 25 to
63 percent. Furthermore these figures reflect only tailpipe emis-
sions; nontailpipe emissions, which account for a substmatial por-

tion of automobile emissions, must also be predicted with some
certainty.

One might also expect large differences across programs and
regions. The tested emissions for scrapped automobiles in the EPA
Cash for Clunkers program, which tested the retired automobiles
by using an I&M 240 test (instead of an FTP test) were quite
different from those of Unocars program. Tested HC emissions
averaged t0.6 g/mi versus 16.62 g/mi for the SCRAP program,
CO en~ssions averaged 62.1 versus 84.64 g/mi, and NO, emis-
sions averaged 4.79 versus 2.39 g/mi. The standard deviations of
tested emissions of the Cash for Clunkers program were also
large: 13.1 g/mi for HC, 65.0 g/mi for CO, and 7.1 g/mi for NO,.
Whether the differences in tested emissions between the two pro-
grams are attributable to regional variations or to d/fferences ha
test procedures, the need for some predictive power is apparent.

As further illustrated by Figure 2, the distributions of emissions
of retired automobiles were abnormal. Note that the distribution
of HC emissions for the 1EPA program [Figure 2(b)] shows the
same U-shaped pattern as the tested HC levels for automobiles
tested in the Unocal SCRAP program [Figure 2(a)]. This suggests
that the large variances in emissions levels found to exist for these
two pilot programs may be an inherent character/stic of acceler-
ated retirement programs.

The abnormaI distributions, large variances, and large discrep-
ancies between modeled and tested emissions of retffed automo-
biles are dramatic and underscore the inability to accurately model
the emissions characteristics of old automobiles. The alternative
to using models such as California’s EMFAC or the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) MOBILE to project the emissions
of old automobiles is to test each automobile as it is turned in for
retirement. However the FTP procedure that was used by Unocal
and CARB to test automobiles is expensive and is known to be
inaccurate (13,I4). The I&M 240 test, which produced vastly dif-
ferent results in the IEPA program, is as yet unproven. Thus as-
signing an appropriate value to the emissions of a scrapped au-
tomobile is not straightforward.

How Will VMT of the Retired Automobile
Be Replaced?

As poor as the understanding of the use and characteristics of
retired automobiles is, even less is known about the ways in which
people would replace their retired automobiles and the air quality
hnpacts of their decisions. CARB assumes that automobile owners
who retire their automobile will replace the VMT of the retried
automobile by driving a newer, cleaner automobile that has "av-

TABLE 2 Tested and Modeled Hot Stabilized TaHpipe Emissious for Scrapped Cars, SCRAP
Program, 1990, gtaims/mile (10,12)

Average
Tested Standard

Pollutant EMFAC-7E Emissions Range* Deviation*

HC 9.16 16.62 1.9 - 85.4 18.5
CO 76.16 84.64 11.9 - 248.5 50.0
NOx 2.26 2.39 0.4 - 9.0 2.1

*a small speed correction factor was applied to these figures.
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Ciunke~ program.

erag¢" ez~ssions levels. This seems a sensible assumption, yet
like vlrtuzdly all other assumptions that need to be made to justify
mobile source emissions reductions programs, it has no empirical
basis. Some of the following questions in this regard need to be
answered: How many participants will replace their old automo-
biles with brand new automobiles? How many will replace them
with used automobiles? How many will replace their old auto-
mobiles with increased use of other, older automobiles that they
already own? Will the participant drive the replacement automo-
bile more frequently than he or she did the old automobile? Would
aa active accelerated retirement program in one region suck in old

automobiles from neighboring regions and negate the emissions
reductions achieved by retirement?

In its follow-up survey of the SCRAP program, FB&M polled
SCRAP program participants as to how they had replaced the
miles driven on their old automobile. About 46 percent were driv-
hag a newly bought automobile, 42 percent were driving another
automobile that they already owned, 8 percent were either getting
rides or using public transportation, and 3 percent reported that
they did not drive much anymore (7). Will this pattern persist 
other programs? Would the amount of payment for the old auto-
mobiles affect this figure? Will the timing and repeated offerings
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of the program affect this figure7 Again these are questions that
need to be examined before instituting accelerated retirement
programs.

When There Is a Replacement Automobile, How
Extensively Would It Be Used and What Would
Emissions Levels Be?

Of the 86 percent of the responden~ in the FB&M survey that
reported tMt they had already purchased another automobile or
were driving an automobile that was already available, 35 percent
reported that they were driving the same amount as before, 38
percent reported that they were driving more, and 13 percent re-
ported that they were driving less (7). FB&M did not, however,
ask the respondents to quantify the differences°

As mentioned above CARB assumes that after aa automobile
owner turns in the old automobile for scrappage the owner will
replace it with aa "average" vehicle and will drive the replace-
meat vehicle more frequently than the old automobile because of
greater reliability and comfort. Similarly SCAQMI), in its Rule
1610, assumes that for every automobile scrapped under an ac-
celerated retirement program there wiil be a replacement auto-
mobile that will emit, on average, 1.5 g of reactive organic gases
per mi and 0.9 g of NO. per mi and that will be driven an average
of 9,800 rot/year (11). Although these assumptions may seem sen-
sible and conservative, the lack of research data makes it as dif-
ficult to disprove them as it does to support them.

The uncertainty with respect to quantification of the emissions
levels of replacement automobiles and the extent of use of re-
placement automobiles is large. This is not surprising because
rarely does an automobile owner know how he or she will replace

a retired automobile; it is presumptuous of policy makers to at-
tempt to predict the behaviors of these automobile owners.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Uncertainty in the variables discussed will have a profound effect
on the magnitude of emissions reductions resulting from an ac-
celerated retirement program not only because the variabilities are
large but also because of the multiplicative relationship between
the independent variables (the number of automobiles retired un-
der the program and the average remaining life, annual mileage,
and emissions levels of the retired automobiles). A sensitivity
analysis, presented in Table 3, illustrates this point.

The HC emissions reduction resulting from an accelerated re-
tirement program is quantified as foUows. First, the quantities of
HC emissions that are avoided by retirement of the old automo-
biles are calculated by multiplying together the number of auto-
mobiles retired (column A in Table 3), the average emissions 
the retired automobiles (column B), the average annual mileage
of the retired automobiles (column C), and the average remaining
life of the retired automobiles (column D). Second, the increase
in emissions attributable to use of a replacement automobile is
calculated by multiplying together the number of automobiles re-
tired and the average remaining life of the retired automobiles
(columns A and D) with the average emissions rates and the av-
erage annual mileages of the replacement automobiles (columns
F and G).

For the baseline case assume the following:

1. Automobiles turned in for retirement are driven only an av-
erage of 4,600 mi, as SCAQMD attributes to pre-1972 automo-
biles;

TABLE 3 Sensifivlty Analysis for Emissions Reductions Achieved by Accelerated Retiremeut Programs

HC Av**age A~i~3e (E) (F) Ave~ (H)
(AI Emissioe~ Armu~ Renrmining torts of HC Emissions Annual tons of

No. Ataos of Retired Mileage Life of HC emissions of Mileage of HC {rc~rn
to be Autos of R~ired Re~red ~ded from Re~lac~ ~ Replac~

P~tked (~/m~ Autos Aulos (yrs) retired autos Amos (g/ml~ Autos Autos

a) Bas~ine Estimate: 10"000 16.62 4,600 3.00 2"528 LS0 9,800 486

b) Sens~tMty o~ (8): 10,000 10.0 to 20.0 4,600 3.00 1,521 to 3,042 ’~.50 9,800 486

c) Sensitivity of (C): 10"000 16.62 2,500 to 6,500 3.00 1,374 to 3,571 1.5Q 9,800 486

d) Sen~tiv~ of (D): 10,000 16,62 4,600 1.00 to 5.00 843 to 4,213 1.50 9,8G0 162 to 8t0

e) Se~sitiv~ of (F)- 10"000 15.62 4,~0 3.00 2.528 0.50 ~o 2.56 9~800 162 to 810

f) SensitNk"y of {G): 10"000 16.62 4,600 3.00 2,528 1.5G 4,600 to 9~800 228 to 486

g) Extreme Estimates" 10,gO0 ~ 0.O to 20 0 2,5(X) to 6,500 1.C0 to 5.00 276 to 7,163 0.50 to 2.50 9,800 270 to 270

h) High Scermno: 10,000 19.00 5,000 4,00 4,t88 ’LS0 9,800 648

i) Low ,Scenado lg, O00 14.00 3,000 2.00 926 1 50 9,800 324

(E) = (A}x{B)=(C)x(D}×0,000~I metric tons x 1.102 =hoa tons/metric 

(H) = (A}xff’)x(G}x(D)x0.0G000t metric ;ons x I 102 shoa tonslme(nc 

0) = (~o (H)

{J) = 100 x I(~- 1852] ! (t)

0
to~s of

HC reduced
(ove~ r~e of
tetc~od ~uto)

2,O42

1,035 to 2,5,56

790 to 2,832

621 to 3,103

2"~86 to 1,538

2,299 to 2,042

6 to 6,893

3,540

6O2

% over
Baseline

HC En~io~
Reduct~r~s

~9 to 25

°57 to 51

-67 to 67

16 to -16

13to0

-100 to 238

73

.71
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2. The average remaining life of an automobile turned /n for
retirement/s 3 years;

3. The emissions rates of the retired automobiles conform to
those measured in conjunction with the SCRAP program (Table
2);

4. Au’tomobiles driven to replace the retired automobiles are
driven art average of 9,800 rot/year, as SCAQMD assumes in Rule
1610; and

5. The average HC emissions rates of such replacement auto-
mobiles are 1.50 g/mi, as SCAQMD assumes in Rule 1610.

The calculation of the HC em/ssions reductions achieved under
this baseline scenario is contained in line a of Table 3. A hypo-
thetical program that retires 10,000 automobiles would reduce HC
emissions from 2,528 tons (column E) to 486 tons (column H), 
reduction of 2,042 tons (column 1). Lines b through d of Table 
contain the results of this same calculation when the baseline as-
sumptions regarding the retired automobile are varied. For ex-
ample, line b contains a range of possible values for the HC emis-
sions of the retired autos (10 to 20 g/mi) and the resulting amounts
of emissions reductions are set forth in column E. Lines e and f
test the sensitivity of the calculation when the baseline assump-
tions regarding the replacement automobile are varied. Line g con-
talus the extreme high and low est~ates of HC emissions reduc-
tions, which are obtained by taking the most favorable and least
favorable values of all independent variables; the low extreme is
a mere 6 tons, and the high extreme is 6,893 tons, a nearly three-
fold increase over the emissions reductions from the baseline es-
timate. Lines h and i of Table 3 contain some more realistic high
and low soenarios of HC emiasions reductions, taking the most
favorable reasonable values of all independent variables for the
high scen~Ldo and the least favorable reasonable low values for
the low scenario. These scenarios indicate that a reasonable range
of high and low estimates of emissions reduction would be from
602 to 3,540 tons.

It is obvious that calculations of the amount of emissions-re-
ductions from an accelerated retirement program are highly sen-
sitive to assumptions made regarding the characteristics and use
of the retire.d automobiles, whereas they are less so for the as-
sumptions regarding the replacement automobiles. These simple
examples show that the risk and magnitude of error in the quan-
tification of emissions reductions are large. They also suggest that

the estimation problem is intractable: for any accelerated retire-
ment program, the numbers that need to be calculated to quantify
emissions reductions will invariably be small (and will get smaller
as emissions standards are tightened in the future) and will have
large variances. Worse still, any error associated with these small
numbers will be magnified in an accelerated retirement program,
because each error pertains to one of many automobiles scrapped
in a retirement program.

COSTS OF EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS

Because of the large uncertainties inherent in estimates of emis-
sions reductions, estimates of the cost-effectiveness of accelerated
retirement programs are uncertain as well. Adding to the uncer-
tainty problem is the lack of a widely accepted methodology for
calculating the cost-effectiveness of emissions control strategies.

Several cost-effectiveness studies on accelerated retirement pro-
grams are reviewed in Table 4. The cost-effectiveness of a pro-
gram is obtained by dividing the total program costs by the num-
ber of tons of pollutants reduced by the program. However there
is no widely accepted methodology that determines which pollut-
ants should be included in the calculation or that apportions the
program costs among the different pollutants included. The CARB
estimate simply adds together the tons of HC with the tons of
NO, to obtain the number of tons of pollutants reduced; this im-
p/rcitly equates the value of a ton of HC reduced wRh a ton of
NO, reduced, a debatable assumption because the ozone-
producing effects of HC and NO. are not only unequal but inverse
in some instances because of the unusual shape of ozone isopleths
(15). The Sierra estimate (/6) also adds into the calculation 
seventh of the tons of CO reduced. This assumption may or may
not be appropriate, depending on whether there is a CO problem
in the proposed area. The Sierra Research calculation also differs
in that it assumes that the benefits of emissions control strategies
are positive only in areas and at times when there are violations
of clean air standards; this assumption has not been made in other
cost-effectiveness estimates.

Calculation of the costs of accelerated retirement programs is
also problematic. The governmental costs of administering such a
program are uncertain. Although CARl3 simply assumes a flat cost
of $100 per vehicle, it seems unlikely that this simple linear re-

TABLE 4 Cost-Effectiveness Estimates of Accelerated Retirement Programs

Geographic
Study Area

CARB (1993) California

IEPA (1993) Chicago

Washington (1993) Sacramento

Cost-Effectiveness
(S/ton)

2,800

2,989
3,461

21,951

1,303
5,619

187

pollutants
Considered

HC, NOx

HC, NOx
HC
NOx

HC
NOx
CO

Sierra Research California 7,600 HC, NOx~ CO
(1994) U.S. 13,900 HC, NOx, co
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lationship is realistic. The assumed offer price for purchase of the
automobiles is by far the largest expense of such a program, yet
there is no agreement on what such a figure should be. The IEPA
study cited in Table 4 assumed an offer price of $750 per car; a
reduction in the offer price to $550 per ear lowered the cost-
effectiveness figures by about one-fourth (8). The Sierra Research
study assumed an offer price of $700 (16). S/reply lowering the
offer price is clearly not a solution, because the findings of AI-
berini et al. (4) show that the success of such programs is highly
correlated to the offer price.

Consider the emissions reduction uncertainties analyzed earlier.
A range of cost-effectiveness can be calculated by using the h/gh
and low scenarios discussed earlier and given in Table 3 (lines 
and i). Assume the following:

1. An offer price of $700;
2o Overhead and administrative costs of $100 per automobile;
3. For retired automobtles a range of average HC emissions of

14 to 19 g/m/, average annual m/leages of 3,000 to 5,000 nil, and
average remaining life of 2 to 4 years; and

4. For the replacement automobiles, 1.5 g of HC em/ssions per
mi and average annual mileage of 9,800 m//year.

These assumptions and ranges of ut~certainty translate into a range
of cost-effectiveness of $2,260 to $13,289/ton of HC. Th/s range
/s reasonably consistent with the comparable estimates made by
IEPA ($3,461) (8) and Washington ($1,303) (/7), although 
somewhat less optlmL~tic.

Comparison of these figures with the cost-effectiveness of al-
ternative emissions reduction strategies is problematic. Calcula-
tions of emissions reductions from alternative strategies suffer
from the same methodological problems of determining which
pollutants to include in the calculation and how to apportion pro-
gram costs among the different pollutants. EPA has nevertheless
used a rough rule of thumb tl~t the marginal control costs of
alternative emissions reduction measures are $3,050/~on of HC,
$2,750/ton of NO,, and $300/ton of (~ (18). The congressional
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) has estimated the mar-
ginal control costs for various emk~ions reduction strategies to be
$2,200 to $6,600/ton of HC for reasonably available control tech-
nology (RACI~; $120 to $770/ton of HC for higher standards
of gasoline volatility; and $2,100 to $5,800/ton of HC~ NOx, and
CO for enhanced inspection and maintenance programs (with
one-third of program costs being attributed to HC, one-half to
NO,, and one-sixth to CO) (/9). The Sierra Research study 
eluded cost-effectiveness est/mates for a number of emissions re-
duction strategies, including on-board refueling vapor recovery
($6,870/ton of HC) and evaporative em/ssions controls ($6,347/
ton of HC) (16).

Thus when compared with the cost-effectiveness of alternative
em/ssions control strategies, the range of cost-effectiveness esti-
mates shows that there is some modest hope that accelerated re-
tirement programs might be a more efficient means of reducing
air pollution. The optimistic assumptions yield a cost-effectiveness
of $2,260/ton of HC, which compares reasonably favorably with
the EPA’s rule-of-thumb estimates and OTA’s low-end estimates
for KACT and enhanced/nspection and maintenance. The pessi-
mistic assumptions on the other hand yield a cost-effectiveness of
$13,289/ton, higher than those of most other strategies currently
being considered. [t should be remembered, however, that mar-
ginal control costs for alternative pollution control strategies vary

greatly from region to region. SCAQMD, for example, has already
/mplemented the least expensive emissions control strategies and
is forced to consider more costly strategies to further reduce emis-
sions. Moreover the effectiveness of accelerated retirement pro-
grams can be expected to vary greatly from region to region; the
retirement of long-lasting Southern Californian automobiles can
be expected to have a larger air quality impact than the retirement
of those in snowy midwestern states.

CONCLUSION

The uncertainties of the air quality benefits that would accrue from
accelerated automobile retirement programs cast doubt on the
present usefulness of such programs. Although the range of emis-
sions reduction cost figures for accelerated retirement programs
leave some room for optimism, no definitive statements can be
made about their cost-effectiveness until better estimates of air
quality benefits can be made. Similar problems arise for other
proposed types of mobile source emissions trading programs as
well. Accurate predictions of the emissions levels of buses and
fleet vehicles are necessary before regulators become too enam-
ored with the idea of trading credits for the purchase of or con-
version to low-emission buses or fleet vehicles. The inherent es-
timation problems of accelerated retirement programs caused by
the small numbers representing emissions levels and the relatively
large degrees of uncertainty associated with such numbers are
common to all mobile sources. With respect to any mobile source
trading program, it appears safe to say that the level of uncertainty
and estimation error will inevitably be great. Furthermore regional
variation must be taken into account; differen~s/n marginal con-
trol costs and automobile characteristics require that evaluations
of accelerated retirement programs be done at a regional level.

Mobile source trading advocates may dism/ss the concerns re-
garding uncertainty raised in th/s paper, argtting that as tong as one
knows roughly the characteristics of old and replacement automo-
biles in the aggregate there is no need to bother with the charac-
terist/es of in~vidual automobiles. However accurate predictions of
such factors, even in the aggregate, are not feasible at this time.
The h-regular distr/bu~ons of emissions and VMT of retired auto-
mobiles presented in th/s paper are evidence that statistical averages
are unreliable in predicting emissions reducfons accn~g from ac-
celerated retirement programs. Oarrent estknates of the air quality
impacts of accelerated retirement programs are merely guesses.

Better predictive power will not come easily; more pilot pro-
grams such as the SCRAP program and IEPA’s Cash for Clunkers
program are necessary before accurate predictions can be made
about the characteristics and uses of both retired automobiles and
the newer automobiles that replace them. Research is needed to
hnprove understanding of the behaviors and motivations of au-
tomobile owners who might be candidates for participation in such
programs and the kinds of automobiles that these people will turn
in for accelerated retirement programs. The study of Alberini et
at. (4) represents a large step in this regard, but for accelerated
retirement programs to be effectual, a model of participation that
is able to predict the key variables discussed in this paper is
needed. In the meantime continuing research into technologies
such as remote sensing devices is also very important, because
such tools may not only improve the predictability of automobile
emissions but may themselves also prove to be a tool for reducing
mobile source emissions (20).
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How successfully and honestly the haherent uncertainties of mobile
source trading programs are dealt with will determine the success of
such programs. It is too early to pass judgment on mobile source
trading programs, but it is not too early to scrutinize the implementation

of such progrants and examine ways to improve their design to ensure
that their adoption will truly result in air quality improvement.
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